Commence Enhances Social with RM 7.1 Release
Eatontown, NJ – July 16, 2019 --- Commence Corporation a leading provider of Customer Relationship
Management Software (CRM) has announced a release date of September 16, for an enhanced version of
its popular desktop software. The new version RM 7.1, includes several technical updates along with
enhanced integration with social media sites.


Compatibility -- Microsoft has continued to make modifications to their Windows 10 Operating
System that often impacts the compatibility and performance of third party software programs
like Commence RM. The new release, RM 7.1 has been enhanced to fully support these recent
changes thereby ensuring the continued use of the product and its features without incident.



Workgroup Expert Enhancement - the Workgroup Expert feature monitors the data
synchronization process to ensure that all users of the Commence workgroup are working with
them most current and updated data. The tool is traditionally used by the Commence Database
Administrator to monitor the performance of the workgroup. RM 7.1 has been enhanced to work
with the latest updates in Windows 10, the Microsoft Office 365 Mail Server and GMAIL. This will
enable those that use either of these environments to generate reports and utilize these mail
server tools for distribution.



Social Integration – has been enhanced significantly in RM 7.1 and will enable end users to reach
out and capture information about prospects and customers through the direct integration with
top mainstream social media sites. These include Facebook, Twitter and Linked In. The integration
allows you to search, link & launch contact profiles.




Search twitter by name
Link to contact’s social profile
Launch contact’s profile page

About Commence Corporation:
Commence develops and delivers a diverse suite of business solutions that integrate people, processes
and technology. The product automates the front office business processes that impact sales execution
and customer service. Commence is used by several thousand businesses around the world and has
proven to increase workforce productivity, foster positive customer relationships and reduce operating
costs.
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